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0 1. Let f(X) be a manic polynomial of degree v L 1 with rational coefficients. 
For integers x10, y2 0, kz 2 and m L 2, it is proved in [I] that equation 
(x+ 1).-*(x+k)=(y+ l)***(y+mk) 
implies that max(x, y, k) is bounded by an effectively computable number 
depending only on m. In this paper, we obtain the following extension of the 
above result, 
Theorem 1. Let f be a power of an irreducible polynomial. If x, y, kr 2 and 
m 2 2 are integers satisfying 
(1) f(x+l)*--f(x+k)=f(y+ 1).--f(y+mk) 
and 
(2) f(x+j)#O for lsjsk, 
then 
max(lxl, lyl, k)l C1 
where C, is an effectively computable number depending only on m and f. 
It is clear that the assumption (2) is necessary. For an irreducible f, we apply 
Theorem 1 to fz for deriving that if x, y, kz2 and mz 2 are integers satisfying 
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(2) and 
then max( 1x1, I yl, k) is bounded by an effectively computable number depend- 
ing only on m andf. If k is sufficiently large, the assertion of Theorem 1 is valid 
for every non-constant manic polynomial f with rational coefficients; the 
assumption that f is a power of an irreducible polynomial is not required. 
Theorem 2. Let x, y, kr 2 and m 12 be integers satisfying (1) and (2). There 
exists an effectively computable number C, depending only on m and f such 
that 
k<Cz. 
For stating the next result, we need some notation. Let aI, . . . , av be the 
roots off. There is no loss of generality in assuming 
(3) ~aril+Y*lr**~l~a,I. 
Next, we define the coefficients &A r, AZ, . . . and B,, Br, B2, . . . by 
(4) 
and 
(5) (~,,~,(l+~))I/yi=~~~a.Y-.. 
We observe from (4) and (5) that A0 = B0 = 1 and 
(6) A,=B,, for nr0 whenever m=l. 
Further, we introduce certain polynomials. We put 
@(Y)= Ym+BIYm-l+...+B,-A1, 
Lf(X, Y)=f(X+ l)...f(X+k)-f(Y+ l)...f(Y+mk) 
and 
If(Y) =Lf(@(Y)* Y). 
According to Theorem 2, equation (1) with (2) has only finitely many solutions 
in integers x,y and k> C,. In the following result, we replace the assumption 
k>C, by If(Y)+O. 
Theorem 3. Assume that b(Y) + 0. If x, y, k 12 and m 12 are integers satisfy- 
ing (1) and (2), then max(lxl, lyl, k) is bounded by an effectively computable 
number depending only on m and f. 
We derive Theorem 1 from Theorem 3 by showing If(Y)+0 whenever f is 
a power of an irreducible polynomial. The proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 depend 
on the following result. 
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Theorem 4. Let x, y, kz 2 and m 2 2 be integers satisfying (1) and (2). There 
exists an effectively computable number C, depending only on m and f such 
that either 
or 
(7) 
52. In this section, we shall prove lemmas for the proof of Theorem 4. Let f 
be as in 0 1. Let the coefficients AO, Al, AZ, . . . and Bo, B,, B2, . . . be given by (4) 
and (5). We start with the following estimates for these coefficients. 
Lemma 1. For m 2 1 and n 10, A, and B, are polynomials in k of degrees not 
exceeding n satisfying 
(8) /AnI 12”+‘(k+ [a,[)” 
and 
(9) IB,,I <2m+n(mk+ la,l)“. 
Proof. We write M(Y) for the left hand side of (5). We observe from (3) 
that Ij-crillmk+ Iczll whenever lljlmk and l~i~v. Therefore, for Y> 
mk+ Iall, we write 
l iI (-l)“-’ Y mk =- - C C (j-%Y- vk “=, nY” i=l j=l 
Now, it is clear that log M( Y) is a power series in l/Y with coefficients as 
polynomials in k. This implies that for every nz0, B,, is a polynomial in k. 
Next, we turn to prove (9). For this, let B&B;, B;, . . . be given by 
1 = C BAY-“. (10) 
By (10) and (5), we observe that 
(11) BA>O for nr0 
and 
(12) IB,I IBA for nz0. 
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For any Y,>mk+ Icz,j, we observe from (11) and (IO) that 
B:,Iy; &+-+...+g+... ( 6 r, 0 > 
5 Y; i “n* l- mk+ 1~~~1 -I”’ 
i=l j=l r, > - 
Now, we take Yo= 2(mk+ Ial I) in the above inequality to conclude (9) from 
(12). Furthermore, the estimate (9) implies that B,, is a polynomial in k of 
degree at most n. 
In view of (6), we take m = 1 in (9) to obtain (8) which shows that the degree 
of A, in k does not exceed n. Cl 
We observe from (4) and (5) that A, and B, are rational numbers. We write 
d(A,) and d(B,) for the least positive integers such that d&),4, and d(B,,)B, 
are rational integers. Let a0 be the absolute value of the product of denomi- 
nators of the coefficients off. We observe that aool, . . . , aocr, are algebraic in- 
tegers. For nz0, we put 
(13) x,, = ((aovk)n!)“. 
In the next lemma, we estimate d(A,) and d(B,). 
Lemma 2. For n?O, we have 
(14) &%I) ( Xn 
and 
(15) d(B,,) 1 xn- 
Proof. For n 20, we put 
Y = Z/ao(vk)n ! 
in (5) to obtain 
fi 5 
( 
1 + ao(j - q)(vk)n ! I’“’ 
(16) 
m B,xn = 
i-1 j=l z > 
C,. 
n=O 2 
For 0~ r I n, we observe that the coefficient of 1 /Z’ in every factor on the left 
hand side of (16) is an algebraic integer. This implies that the coefficient of 
l/Z” on the right hand side of (16) is an algebraic integer. Consequently, since 
it is a rational number, it has to be a rational integer. This implies (15). The 
relation (14) is a consequence of (15) and (6). q 
Let F(X) be a non-constant polynomial with integer coefficients. For K 2 2, 
we write n&c) for the number of primes PIK such that the congruence 
(17) F(n) = 0 (mod p) 
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has a solution in integers n. It is convenient o apply the next result for choosing 
a prime required for ap-adic argument of Lemma 4. See the Remark at the end 
of the paper. 
Lemma 3. There exist effectively computable numbers C4> 0 and ~~ depend- 
ing only on F such that for K ZE K~, we have 
IL&K) > cdK(lOg K)-‘. 
This follows from a theorem of Schulze [2]. From now onward, we under- 
stand that x, y, k? 2 and m L 2 are integers satisfying (1) and (2). Thus, we 
derive from (1) and (2) that 
(19) C~~((~y~+1)~~~(~y~+mk))“~C~((~X~+1)~~~(~X~+k))” 
where C, > 0 and C, > 0 are effectively computable numbers depending only on 
f. Then, we observe from (18) and (19) that 
(20) 1x1 ~WIYI +mw* IYI”G3(l4 +k) 
where C, and Cs are effectively computable numbers depending only on M 
and f. 
We count the power of a prime on both the sides of (1) to show that I yI is 
very large as compared with k. 
Lemma 4. There exists an effectively computable number C,>O depending 
only on m and f such that 
(21) log(lyl +2)rC9k. 
Proof. We write 
(22) F(x) = a0f W). 
Then, we observe that F(X) is a non-constant polynomial with integer coeffi- 
cients. Now, we apply Lemma 3 to find a prime p such that the congruence (17) 
has a solution in integers n and 
(23) a0<plG0 
where Cl0 is an effectively computable number depending only on F and hence, 
by (22), only on f. By (1) and (22), we have 
aA”-‘jkF(x+ l)...F(x+k)=F(y+ l)...F(y+mk) 
which, together with (23), implies that 
(24) ord,(F(x+ l)...F(x+k))=ord,(F(y+ l)...F(y+mk)). 
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Let 1 ~j,+ k be an integer satisfying 
ord#(x +.M) = :,yk ord,(F(x +A). 
By (24), we derive that 
For a>O, let vl(p’) be the number of solutions of the congruence F(n)=0 
(mod p”) in integers n with 0 I n <pa. The first term on the right hand side of 
(25) is at least 
(26) i z vda"). 
[ 1 a=1 p 
The second term on the right hand side of (25) is at most 
(27) i ; vl(P=). 
[ 1 a=1 p 
Therefore, we derive from (25), (26), (27) and vl(p)>O that 
(28) ord,(F(x+js))z [ :] - [b]. 
We may assume that k>2p, otherwise (21) is a consequence of (23). Now, we 
observe from (2), (22) and (28) that 
(29) IF(x+j,)I zpk’2*. 
On the other hand, we observe from (22) that 
(30) IHx+_Al)l <Cdlxl + w 
where Crr is an effectively computable number depending only on f. Finally, 
we combine (29), (30) and (20) to conclude (21). 0 
From no onward, we may always assume that there exists a sufficiently large 
effectively computable number Cr2>0 depending only on m and f such that 
(31) IYI >ClZ, 
otherwise (21) and (20) imply that max(lxl, I yl,k) is bounded by an effectively 
computable number depending only on m,fand this proves our theorems. Fur- 
ther, as above, we shall also suppose from now onward that 
1x1 >k+ laJ9 IA >mk+ lad 
so that the expressions (4) with X=x and (5) with Y= y are valid with A, and 
B, satisfying (8), (9), (14) and (15). 
83. Proof of Theorem 4. We observe that 
(32) f(X) =(X- a,) ... (X- a,). 
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By taking l/vk-th root on both the sides of (l), we observer from (32) that 
(33) i ;I (X+j-#% i “n” (Y+j-#vk. 
i=r j=I i=l j=1 
Now, we derive from (33), (4) and (5) that 
(34) 
Al A2 I+-+-+... 
X X2 
which implies that 
B 
(35) ~m(~-y”-B,ym-l-~~~-Bm+A1)=~m 
!?I+1 A2 - + . . . - - - . . . 
Y X > 
where x,,, is given by (13). By Lemma 2, we observe that the left hand side of 
(35) is an integer. On the other hand, we conclude from (8), (9), (21) and (20) 
that the right hand side of (35) is less than one, since (31) with Cl2 sufficiently 
large is valid. Consequently, we derive (7). 0 
$4. In this section, we shall prove Theorem 2. The proof depends on the 
following consequence of Theorem 4. 
Lemma 5. We have 
(36) Bm+1=Bm+2=~~~=B2,,,-1=0 
and 
(37) B2m=A2. 
Proof. By (34) and (7), we have 
B B (38) t%+$+...=~+~+**., 
X 
Let 15 j< 1?1 be the least positive integer such that B,,, +j # 0. We multiply both 
the sides of (38) by xzmyi to obtain 
(39) XzmBm+j=Xzm 
Now, we argue as in the proof of Theorem 4 to derive from j<M, (8), (9), (13), 
(20), (21) and (3 1) that the left hand side of (39) is a non-zero integer of absolute 
value less than one. This is a contradiction which implies (36). Now, we com- 
bine (36) and (38) for obtaining 
B (40) $+$+ . ..= ?+_A$+... 
We multiply both the sides of (40) by x and utilise (7) for deriving that 
A3 D A,+-++*.=D2,+ 2m+l + . . . 
X Y 
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where 
B 2m if p=O, 
D ‘Z Jhm+p-rBr 
if lSp<m, 
2m+ji= 08Cp 
C B2m+~-rBr+Bm+,(Bm-A,) if p=m. 
Osr<m 
Therefore 
X2mW2-B2m)=X2m 
D2m+l 
-+ 
A3 
..*---*** . 
Y X > 
Finally, we argue as above to conclude (37). 0 
54. Proof of Theorem 2. Let 
6= 0 
I 
ifr52m-1 
1 ifr=2m 
Let &, . . . , /3, be roots of 
Ym+B,Ym-l+...+Bm=O. 
For Ar 0, we have 
$“+A+B,a,m+A-’ +mme+Bm$=O for lsjsm, 
which implies that 
(41) Tm+~+B,Tm+A_,+-~~+Bm7”=0 
where 
T,= : pi’. 
j=l 
For 15 jlm, we write (-l)jbj for the coefficient of ki in Bj. We understand 
that bj= 0 whenever the degree of Bj is less than j. Finally, we put 
G(Y)=boYm+blYm-l+...+bm, be=l. 
We derive from (5), (36) and (37) that 
for suitable coefficients E2m + ,, E2m + 2, . . . . Taking logarithms and comparing 
the coefficients of l/Y’ on both the sides, we have 
T (-1)’ y mk . 
r=yk C C (~-q)'+drA~ for Osrs2m. 
i=l j=l 
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Consequently, we observe from Lemma 1 that T, with O~r12m is a poly- 
nomial in k with the leading term (- l)‘(m r+l/(r + 1))k’ and with the coefficients 
depending only on r, m and f. Therefore, we observe from Lemma 1 that 
(42) Tm+l+BITm+l_l+...+BmT~ with O<ll<m 
is a polynomial in k of degree at most m + 1 with coefficients depending only 
on I, m and f. Now, by (41), we may assume that for OSL sm, the coefficient 
of km+’ in (42) is zero, otherwise it follows that k is bounded by an effectively 
computable number depending only on m and f. Therefore 
m m+l+l m t?Z+l mA+’ 
m+A+l 
+b,- + 
m+A 
***+b, - =0 for 0514m. 
1+1 
This implies that 
7 G(Y)Y”dY=O for Oslsm. 
0 
Consequently, we have 
‘i G*(Y)dY= i bA 7 G(Y)Y’dY=O 
0 a=0 0 
which is not possible. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3. By Theorem 2, we may assume that ks C1. Further, we 
apply Theorem 4 to suppose that If(y) = 0. Then, we derive from rf( Y) f 0 and 
(9) that lyj is bounded by an effectively computable number depending only 
on m and f. Cl 
5 5. In this section, we shall prove Theorem 1. Let I(X) =X. We write the co- 
efficients A,*, A:, A:, . . . and B$, B:, BT, . . . in (4) and (5) corresponding to I(X) 
in place of f(X) i.e. (4) and (5) with v= 1 and at =O. We put 
&(Y)= Ym+B:Ym-‘+~..+B;-A:, 
L,(X, Y)=(X+ l)...(X+k)-(Y+ l)...(Y+mk) 
and 
MY) =L,(MY), Y). 
Let r and s be distinct integers with lsrrk and lssrk. Let At,...,& 
ccl, . . . , p, be pairwise distinct integers in [l, mk]. For g E {f, I}, we put 
L&K r,r)=g(X+r)-g(Y+A1)*..g(Y+I,), 
L&K r,S)=g(X+4-g(Y+C(1)*..g(Y+&) 
and 
&(Y,r) =L,(@,(Y), Y,r), ~,(Y,s)=L,(@,(Y), KS). 
Then, we prove 
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Lemma 6. If 
(43) fJY,r)=O and /JY,s)=O, 
then 
(44) 1[(Y,r)=lI(Y,s). 
Proof. By (43), we have 
(45) 
f(cQ(Y)+r) f(Y+M-f(Y+&?I) 
f(Gy(Y)+s) =f(Y+W-f(Y+&) - 
Now, we derive from (45) and (32) that 
(46) 
i=l j=l 
where 
ri,j=(l++)/(l+&$?). 
Taking logarithms and comparing the coefficients of l/Yd with 1 sdsm on 
both sides, we obtain 
(47) i i ((Aj-ai)d-(fljUi-(ri)d)= 
0 if lzsdcm, 
i=l j=l (-l)m-‘mv(r-s) if d=m. 
By induction on d, we derive from (47) that 
(48) i (+/$)= O 
if lsdcm, 
j=l (-l)m-lm(r-s) if d=m. 
Then, as above, we obtain (46) with v= 1 and al =0 from (48). Consequently, 
we have 
fi (Y+Aj)= fi (Y+/Yj)+(r-S)+O + 
j=l j=l 0 
which implies (44), by letting Y tend to infinity. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 1. We may assume (31) with Cl2 sufficiently large. Then, we 
conclude from Theorem 3 that we may assume l’(Y) = 0. Consequently, since 
kz2 and f is a power of an irreducible polynomial, we derive that there are 
pairwise distinct integers A,, . . . ,&,u~, . . . ,P,,, in [l,mk] such that 
f(X+ l)=f(Y+~,)...f(Y+~,), f(~+2)=f(Y+P,)~~~f(Y+Pm) 
where X=@,(Y). Now, we apply Lemma 6 with r= 1 and s=2 to obtain 
(49 (Y+/Q)...(Y+j&-(Y+A,)***(Y+I,)=l. 
If m=2, then 
!4+cl2=~1+~2, P,P2=&~2+ 1; 
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thus 
(k -k)2 = (A, - A212 - 4 
which is not possible. Therefore, we may assume that m 13. Then, we put Y 
equal to -Ai, -A2 and -As in (49) to observe that 
~ul-~j~{(-l,l} forj=1,2,3. 
On the other hand, we observe that pl - ~j with 1 INS 3 are distinct. This is a 
contradiction. 0 
Remark. It is not necessary to apply Lemma 3 for finding a prime p satisfying 
(23) such that the congruence (17) has a solution in integers n. By Box-Principle, 
we can find a positive integer ZV,, bounded effectively by a number depending 
only on f such that the greatest prime factor p of F(N,) exceeds ao. 
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